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ABSTRACT
The molecular mechanism mediating the differentiation of neural progenitors to either
glia or neurons is guided by the gene glial cells missing (gcm), a master regulator of glial cell
differentiation. Knockout of this transcription factor (TF) and its homolog gcm2 in the fruit fly
Drosophila Melanogaster results in embryos that develop neurons in place of lateral glia.
Conversely, overexpression of gcm in those neural progenitors results in embryos that have
substantially fewer neurons and excess glia (Jones, et.al, 1995; Hosoya, et.al, 1995; and Vincent,
et.al, 1996). Additionally, gcm has also been shown to be involved in the differentiation of blood
cells, tendon cells, and lamina cells, suggesting that it interacts with other transcriptional
regulators to exert different influences in different contexts (Jones, 2005; Johnson, et al., 2012).
A Yeast One Hybrid screen was used to identify such co-factors (Nipper, 2014). Two protein
candidates that showed a strong interaction with Gcm were Groucho (Gro) and the B-prime
regulatory subunit of the widerborst (wdb) gene (Nipper, 2014). In order to verify these
interactions and further investigate them, it is necessary to develop a protocol where the genes of
these proteins can be co-expressed in S2 cells. The goal of this thesis was to establish a protocol
that outlines the proper conditions for gcm expression in S2 cells, and the subsequent staining of
its protein product on a Western blot. Several steps along this process were optimized to achieve
this result. This protocol can now be used in the Jones lab to investigate these protein candidates
further. A co-immunoprecipitation of Gcm with the aforementioned protein candidates could
confirm interaction. It would be of interest to investigate how the protein candidates affect a key
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glial gene – repo – whose regulatory DNA is controlled by Gcm and potentially other
transcription factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The NS of animals is subdivided into the Central Nervous System (CNS) and the
Peripheral Nervous System (PNS). The CNS consists of the brain and spinal cord, and the PNS
encompasses everything else (nerves and ganglia) (Alberts et al., 2015; Wolpert et al., 2015).
The nervous system (NS) is composed of two primary cell types: neurons and glia. The role of
neurons is to relay and process external and internal stimuli by conducting electrical signals. On
the other hand, glia play a supportive role. Their most distinguishing function is to myelinate the
axons of neurons which allows for the saltatory conduction of action potentials (Alberts et al.,
2015). In addition, glia play an equally essential role in maintaining homeostasis within the NS
(Alberts et al., 2015). Other functions of glial cells are: immune support against pathogens or
apoptotic neurons, a source of metabolites, neuronal axon path finding, mechanical support, and
formation of the blood-brain-barrier (Alberts et al., 2015; Wolpert et al., 2015). This design was
established with the evolution of animals with three embryonic germ layers (triploblasts)
(Wolpert et al., 2015). The set up and function of the NS has been highly conserved in complex
animals and one can draw reasonable parallels between the NS of mammals and that of less
complex organisms like the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Klämbt and Goodman, 1991;
Goodman & Doe, 1993; Jones, 2001).
Drosophila glial cells can be categorized based on their location and morphology. The
majority of the Drosophila glial cells originate from the neuroectoderm and the peripheral
ectoderm lateral to the midline (lateral glia). The midline glia are the exception and they develop
from mesectoderm (Goodman & Doe, 1993). Specifically, three broad groups of glia have
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emerged: surface glia (subperineurial, channel, peripheral glia), neuropile glia (longitudinal,
nerve root, midline glia), and cortex glia (cell body glia) (Goodman & Doe, 1993; Jones et al.
1995).

The CNS of fruit flies develops on the ventral side of the embryo along the anteriorposterior axis – as opposed to the dorsal side that is typical of vertebrates. It forms a distinctive
pattern which resembles a ladder (Fig. 1). Two parallel axon tracts run longitudinally across the
ventral midline of the embryo and are connected by neurons in perpendicular lines. This pattern
repeats in regular segments (Klämbt & Goodman, 1991; Goodman & Doe, 1993). The axon
tracts are ensheathed by longitudinal glia. The PNS can be visualized as axon projections leading
away from each hemi-segment. These tracts appear as solid lines and are ensheathed by
peripheral glia (Fig. 1). In the CNS each hemi-segment will produce 30 glial cells and 350
neurons. The major nerve tracks projecting towards the PNS are ensheathed by roughly 8-10
peripheral glial cells (Klämbt & Goodman, 1991; Goodman & Doe, 1993).
The neuroectoderm within a given hemi-segment (located ventro-laterally to the midline),
will produce 30 progenitor cells that can take either of three fates. They can differentiate into: a)
neuroblasts (NB), which can only produce neurons; b) neuroglioblasts (NGB), which can
produce either neurons or glia; and c) glioblasts (GB), which can only produce glia. These cell
fates are determined by the temporal and spatial expression of different genes (ex. acheate-scute,
notch) (Klämbt and Goodman, 1991; Goodman & Doe, 1993).
Drosophila are a prime model to investigate the molecular mechanisms that mediate the
cell fate of neural progenitor cells as opposed to vertebrates that have far more complex
mechanisms. An important aspect mediating the differentiation of these progenitor cells was
clarified by Jones, et.al, 1995; Hosoya, et.al, 1995; and Vincent, et.al, 1996. The authors
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discovered a gene glial cells missing (gcm) – whose product (Gcm) is a transcription factor (TF)
that acts as a binary switch. Gcm was shown to be necessary and sufficient to turn progenitor
cells into glia (except midline glia). When gcm is expressed ectopically in neuroblasts, those
cells differentiate into glia rather than neurons. Conversely, in its absence, gcm mutant embryos
lack all lateral glia (Jones, et.al, 1995; Hosoya, et.al, 1995; and Vincent, et.al, 1996). This switch
was appropriately named glial cells missing. However, Gcm has also been shown to be involved
in the differentiation of cell groups in other larval tissues – blood cells, tendon cells, and lamina
cells (Alfonso & Jones, 2002; Soustelle et al., 2004). For example, gcm and its homolog gcm2
are necessary for the differentiation of hemocyte precursors to macrophages. In double mutants
for these two genes, there are profound abnormalities in the morphology of macrophages.
However, a single copy of gcm is sufficient to trigger macrophage development (Fig. 2) (Alfonso
& Jones, 2002). Thus it is possible that Gcm cooperates with other co-factors to exert different
influences in different contexts (Jones, 2005; Johnson, et al., 2012). Such co-factors have been
pursued further in the Jones lab.
In order to investigate these interactions further, it is necessary to first understand the
specific transcriptional mechanism by which Gcm acts on its glial progenitor targets. By
understanding the temporo-spatial mechanism of action on these genes by Gcm, it is possible to
manipulate this system to search for protein interactions. There are three known genes that have
been identified as targets of Gcm, which are essential for the differentiation of glial cells:
reversed polarity (repo), the P69 form of the tramtrack gene (ttk), and pointed (pnt) (Yuasa et
al., 2003; Lee and Jones, 2005; Johnson, et al., 2012). Gcm specifies glial fate by stimulating
transcription of repo and pnt and it suppresses neuronal fate by inhibiting expression of ttk.
Transient Gcm expression induces repo transcription exclusively in glial cells but not in
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hemocytes, tendon cells, or lamina cells. Repo maintains its expression throughout the life of the
fly by acting as a TF on its own cis-regulatory DNA (CRD) (Johnson et al., 2012; Wood, 2015,
Dissertation). Thus Gcm is necessary for the initiation of a cascade that leads to the
differentiation of glial cells, however, it is the action of repo that will terminally differentiate
glial cells.
The Jones lab focused its efforts on the CRD of repo. It has been shown that there are
multiple Gcm binding sites (GBS) on that region indicating that Gcm physically binds to it (Lee
& Jones, 2005; Johnson et al., 2012) (Fig. 3). Furthermore, activation of repo occurs in all of the
Gcm positive glial cells but not in Gcm positive hemocytes, tendon cells or lamina cells (Johnson
et al., 2012). One hypothesis to account for these observations is that there are different protein
co-factors working cooperatively with Gcm to allow repo expression in cells destined to become
glia, and others acting with Gcm to suppress repo in cells eventually differentiating to
hemocytes, tendon cells, or lamina cells (Jones, 2005; Johnson et al., 2012). The repo CRD is
thus an excellent system in which to identify other transcription factors acting cooperatively or
antagonistically with Gcm to affect gene expression.
As a first step towards this goal, the repo CRD was identified as a 4.2 kilobase (kb)
region of DNA upstream of the repo transcriptional start site (Lee & Jones, 2005). In 2005, Lee
and Jones dissected and systematically mutated the multiple GBS on this region to show that
they are necessary for wild-type expression of repo in lateral glia as well as suppression of
inappropriate expression in the epidermis. Additionally, Johnson et al., 2012 extended these
observations and subdivided the 4.2 kb construct into three regions based on lacZ reporter,
activity (Fig. 3). Those are: 1) the epidermal (EPI) enhancer, 2) the EPI repressor, and 3) the cell
body glia (CBG) enhancer. The EPI enhancer activates the reporter in dorso-lateral epidermal
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cells. The EPI repressor inhibits the reporter in epidermal cells. The CBG enhancer activates the
reporter in specific subsets of glial cells; in medial-CBG (M-CBG), and in medial most CBG
(MM-CBG) (Lee & Jones, 2005; Johnson et al., 2011).
One of the most notable findings in this study was the identification of a 98 bp fragment
within the Epi Repressor that contains a single GBS. This fragment is sufficient to drive reporter
expression in lateral glia in the repo pattern, while suppressing inappropriate expression in the
epidermis (Fig. 3.1) (Lee & Jones, 2005; Johnson, et al., 2012). This is significant because if
other factors interact with Gcm to drive this pattern, they must minimally do so through this 98
bp fragment. The protein co-factors that make Gcm glial specific and not blood cell or tendon
cell specific must be acting alongside Gcm on this small cis-regulatory module (CRM) (Lee &
Jones, 2005; Johnson et al., 2012). For this reason, four tandem repeats of this CRM were
chosen as bait in a modified Yeast One-hybrid screen (Nipper, 2014).
The one-hybrid method is a yeast-based genetic assay that detects DNA-Protein
interactions. DNA binding proteins fused to the GAL4 activation domain will simultaneously
bind to a DNA target element and activate GAL4 dependent transcription in yeast. The DNA
target element may be used as a "bait" for the recruitment of sequence specific DNA-binding
proteins fused to the activation domain. By hooking the "bait" sequence (98 bp fragment within
the Epi Repressor) to a yeast antibiotic resistance gene that is activated in response to GAL4, one
may screen a library of GAL4 activation (GAL4AD) domain fusion proteins that activate on
selective media (Nipper, 2014). The screen performed in the Jones lab also provided Gcm
protein expression in the yeast, which would help identify proteins that require Gcm’s presence
on the DNA (also called a Yeast Dual Interaction Screen) (Fig. 4) (Nipper, 2014). cDNA derived
from Drosophila embryonic RNA was used to create a GAL4AD library. From such a screen,
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plasmids containing the cDNAs of several potential interacting proteins were identified (Fig. 5)
(Nipper, 2014). The yeast colonies that showed the highest response contained the cDNAs for
gro, gcm and the B-prime regulatory subunit (protein product) of the widerborst (wdb) gene.
This subunit is referred to as phosphoprotein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) and it will henceforth be
mentioned as such (Nipper, 2014).

1.1 The significance of pp2A
PP2A is a serine/threonine phosphatase that is involved in several signal transduction
pathways and most notably in the regulation of cell apoptosis. This enzyme consists of 2 constant
core structures A, C and a third variable B structure. The core structure A functions as a scaffold
to anchor the catalytic subunit C and the variable regulatory subunit B. Due to the variable nature
of the B subunit, the enzyme can act on different substrates in different contexts (Van Hoof &
Goris, 2003; Nelson et al., 2008).

1.2 The significance of groucho
The yeast clones containing the cDNAs for groucho and gcm grew more rapidly when the
two were expressed together than on their own. These results suggest that there is a strong
genetic interaction between the two in this assay (Nipper, 2014). The Gro protein is a known coregulator of a number of transcription factors involved in repressive chromatin modifications
(Dubnicoff et al., 1997; Chen & Courey, 2000; Cinnamon & Paroush, 2008; Jennings & David,
2008). Since Groucho is known to bind other transcription factors, it is of great interest to test
whether it directly binds Gcm, and whether Gro acts as a co-regulator with Gcm in a tissue
specific context. Does Gro have a role in Gcm-specific regulation?
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2. HYPOTHESIS: A MODEL WHERE GROUCHO TURNS ACTIVATORS INTO
REPRESSORS
It is possible that Gro interacts with Gcm and/or other protein co-factors to confer glial
cell fate in one context and neuronal fate in another. An example where Gro has been observed
to behave in this fashion is with the activator protein Dorsal. While Dorsal is an activator protein,
it turns into a repressor when bound to Gro (Dubnicoff et al., 1997; Wolpert et al., 2015).
Considering that several protein candidates showed strong interactions with Gcm, it is possible
that this mechanism is more complex than the binary mechanism by which Gro and Dorsal
function (Nipper, 2014; Johnson, et al., 2012). This complexity becomes obvious when
considering the wide variety of functions that Gro assumes in several molecular pathways
(Cinnamon & Paroush, 2008).
Groucho belongs to a large family of corepressors that include the human transducin-like
Enhancer of split (TLE) proteins. Gro/TLE mediate several developmental processes and
pathways in the early embryo such as segmentation, dorsal/ventral patterning, Notch and Wnt
pathways (Chen & Courey, 2000; Cinnamon & Paroush, 2008). The Gro/TLE family of proteins
do not bind DNA directly, instead, they act through DNA-binding protein mediators that recruit
them where needed. These proteins repress transcription in different ways (intrinsic repressive
capabilities, interactions with DNA-binding repressors, and histone modifications) (Chen &
Courey, 2000). Our attention has been drawn by a particular action of Gro whereby it interacts
with the morphogen Dorsal to turn it into a repressor. The Drosophila Dorsal protein is an
intrinsic activator and it is one of the many maternal proteins deposited in the egg to lay down
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the preliminary body axis (Dubnicoff et al., 1997; Wolpert et al., 2015). The conversion of
Dorsal to a repressor is mediated by the recruitment of Gro (Dubnicoff et al., 1997). Thus,
considering all the preliminary results that suggest an intimate relationship between Gcm and
Gro, it is possible that Gcm may have context dependent repressive capabilities mediated
through the recruitment of Gro. Do Gcm and Gro interact during Drosophila development, and
when and where they interact?
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Cell Transfections and Expression Plasmid Constructs.
The S2 cells used in this experiment were split 24 hours prior to transfection so that their
density was 0.75x106 cells/ml, and then 1ml aliquots were cultured in 12-well plates. The cells
were cultured at 25oC in Schneider's Drosophila Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
supplemented with 10% FBS (Hyclone) and Pen/Strep (referred to as complete media).
For transfection, the cells were washed once in Schneider's media without FBS or
Pen/Strep (referred to as Incomplete Media) and then incubated 4 hours with 500ul Incomplete
Media plus 5ul Lipofectamine 2000 reagent containing 1ul of expression plasmids (plasmid
stocks were in concentrations of 1ug/ul) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Subsequently, this mixture
was removed and replaced with complete media for 24 hours. Expression was induced by
addition of 100mM CuSO4 to the culture media. The vectors used were: pMT:GAL4/UAS:gene
of interest (either gcm, gro, pp2A) and pAC:GAL4/UAS:gene of interest (either gcm, gro, pp2A).
A GFP expression vector was included in order to assess transfection efficiency prior to addition
of CuSO4. For this, 4ul of resuspended cells were placed and coverslipped. They were then
observed for fluorescence under a microscope. This step confirmed the success of the
transfections. If fluorescence was observed, then the transfection occurred. There was also a
control associated with each transfection where an empty GAL4 vector (pMT control, pAC:HA)
was used. At the end of the induction period (24 hours), the cells were pelleted at 2500rpm and
solubilized in 50ul 2x Laemmli-SDS buffer (BioRad). The lysates were frozen overnight at -20
o

C prior to Western blotting.
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3.2 Western Blots, Antibody Dilutions, and Reagents
The experiment was run according to Bio-Rad protocol “Comparative Proteomics Kit II:
Western Blot Module” (Bio-rad.com.). During electrophoresis, 5ul of lysate from each sample
was loaded on a well. The gels were run for 30 minutes to 200 V. Western blotting was
performed immediately following electrophoresis and was run for 30 minutes at 100 V. The final
Western blot product (nitrocellulose paper) was sliced into strips with a razor. Each strip
contained a Kaleidoscope Ladder (KPS), as well as, the experimental lanes that contained the S2
lysates. The strips were blocked for 30 minutes and then were incubated with the primary Ab
overnight. The incubation occured inside 50ml centrifuge tubes, at room temperature and
constant shaking. The strips were subsequently washed for 5 min in wash buffer and then
incubated for 2 hours with the secondary Ab. Afterwards, the strips were washed again for 5min
and then incubated with a chemiluminescent substrate for another 5min. This luminol-based
substrate was “SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate” and it can detect
Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) on immunoblots (SuperSignal, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The
strips were exposed in a chemiluminescence imager (ChemiDoc MP Imaging System) in the
Curtis lab.
Each primary and secondary Ab was diluted with blocking buffer in the following ratios:
anti-Groucho (mouse, DSHB, AB_528272, 1:200); anti-c-Myc (mouse, DSHB 9E10,
AB_2266850, 1:10); anti-HA (mouse, Invitrogen 2-2.2.14, 1:5000). The secondary Ab was Goat
Anti-Mouse IgG conjugated to HRP (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 115-035-003, 1:20,000). The
reagents had the following compositions:
a) Wash buffer: 1x phosphate buffered saline with 0.025% Tween 20.
b) Blocker: 5% dry blocker in wash buffer with 10% Tween 20 (Bio-rad.com, 2018).
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3.3 Epitope Designs for Gcm and PP2A
A Myc tag was incorporated on Gcm (two different versions were made: tag on Cterminus or N-terminus) and an HA tag on PP2A (two different versions were made: tag on Cterminus or N-terminus). The first was the design of the appropriate primers that contained the
epitope sequence and the proper restriction sites (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen Protocol).
Two different pieces of software were used to design these primers - DNAseq Builder and ApE
Universal plasmid editor.
Subsequently, PCR was performed to hybridize the primers to the target DNA. The final
product was achieved through digesting the appropriate plasmids with compatible restriction
enzymes. The insert was ligated in each corresponding plasmid (Georg-August-Universität
Göttingen Protocol). These plasmids were used to transform Max Efficiency DH5 Competent
Cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Afterwards, several individual clones were selected from the
bacterial cultures and grown on LB liquid growth media that contained ampicillin (amp) at a
concentration of 5ul amp/1ml LB. The plasmids were purified from individual cultures using the
QIAGEN Plasmid Kit. Afterwards, restriction digests were performed to identify the clone with
the insert.

3.4 Primer sequences
The primer sequences for the design of epitope tags on PP2A (HA tag) and Gcm (Myc
Tag) are the following:
Gcm-Myc
5’ Primer
5’-CGCCTCGAGATGGTTTTGAACGGCATGCC-3’
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3’ Primer
5’-CGCTCTAGACTACAGATCCTCCTCCGAGATCAGCTTCTGCTCGCAATAG
ATGGGATCCGT-3’
PP2A-HA
5’ Primer
5’-CGCCTCGAGTCAATTTCCAGTGGCAAGCG-3’

3’ Primer
5’-CGCTCTAGATTAGGCGTAATCAGGCACATCGTAAGGGTAGTTGTCCGCCTT
ATCCTGTT-3’
(DNA Oligos, idtdna.com)
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4. RESULTS
In order to investigate protein-protein interactions, it is necessary to run
immunoprecipitations that are followed by Western blots. In its simplest form, S2 cells can be
transfected with a combination of plasmids that contain the cDNA sequences of the proteins
suspected to interact. These vectors can be expressed using the UAS-GAL4 system, whereby
GAL4 (under the control of actin) activates UAS-gene of interest (Brand & Perrimon, 1993).
Subsequently, a target protein can be immunoprecipited and then blotted for the presence of
another protein (Ho et al., 2009). Visualizing the presence of the second protein indicates that
both proteins were pulled down together in the immunoprecipitation of the first protein. As such,
it is necessary to develop a proper blotting technique capable of demonstrating the presence of
each candidate protein. Two of the protein candidates – Gro and PP2A – showed up effortlessly
on the first blot (Fig. 6). However, recognizing the Gcm protein proved to be a challenge. For
this reason, I focused my efforts on troubleshooting detection of Gcm by Western blot. In order
to achieve this, every step of the protocol (and several others starting with cell transfections) had
to be reconsidered and tested. The two primary modifications in the technique that finally
yielded positive results were as follows. First, the cell transfections had to be performed with a
GAL4 vector that was under the control of an inducible promoter rather than a constitutive one
(Bunch et al., 1988; Klueg et al., 2002). Second, the most efficient transfection reagent for the
gcm plasmid was Lipofectamine. The background that led to this conclusion is explained further.
Cell transfections were performed with plasmid vectors that utilized the UAS-GAL4
system, in S2 cells. Initially the GAL4 vector used was under the control of the actin
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promoter.Considering that actin is abundant in cells, this made Gal4 expression (and the
subsequent activation of UAS) constitutive. Although the constitutive expression of UAS:Gro
and UAS:PP2A did not appear problematic to the cells, the same did not apply to UAS:Gcm. The
constitutive expression of Gcm might have been toxic to the S2 cells. Although staining of gcmtranfected cells with 0.4% Trypan Blue (reagent used during cell counting to exclude dead cells)
did not show significant cell death (compared to untransfected cells), it could still be the case
that constitutive gcm expression might have stunted cell growth or interfered with key
developmental processes. This is not surprising considering that Gcm is a transcription factor. In
that case, the cells that were successfully transfected would be stunted before they could grow to
a density necessary to express Gcm in the required amounts for a Western blot. To circumvent
this issue, a new GAL4 vector was used, which was under the control of the metallothionein
(MT) promoter (Bunch et al., 1988; Klueg et al., 2002). Inherently, this promoter is activated in
response to heavy metal toxicity (copper, cadmium) and produces a chelator (metallothionein)
(Bunch et al., 1988; Klueg et al., 2002). The advantage of this pMT:GAL4 vector was that the
cells were allowed to grow to a healthy population for 24 hours, before induction occurred with
copper (in the form CuSO4; 100mM) (Klueg et al., 2002). This adjustment, in combination with
the Lipofectamine transfection reagent, finally yielded a Gcm band by Western blot (Fig. 6).
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 The significance of the transfection reagent.
The reagent used initially to carry out the transfections of S2 cells was the “TransITInsect Transfection Reagent” sold by MoBiTec. This reagent was chosen because of its
convenience and higher transfection efficiency. Previous graduate students in the lab were not
satisfied with the transfection efficiency of the Lipofectamine reagent and TransIT was
considered as an alternative. Another advantage offered by TransIT was that the reagent did not
need to be washed off of the cells after a four-hour incubation period (as is the case with
Lipofectamine). However, TransIT requires the use of highly purified/highly concentrated DNA
plasmid concentrations (1ug/ul DNA stocks). The Lipofectamine reagent on the other hand could
perform transfections with ten times less concentrated DNA stocks (0.1ug/ul). It appears that the
success of transfections is more sensitive to deviations from these DNA concentrations for some
plasmids versus others. The timeline of my troubleshooting period was affected by such
deviations in my plasmid stocks. I performed transfections under the impression that the DNA
stocks were concentrated at 1ug/ul but in fact some of them were not (including the gcm DNA
stock). This yielded variable results in my experiments. For example, the transfection of cells
with certain plasmid combinations would work sometimes but not others (i.e. actinpAC:GAL4/UAS:Gro). During this period, I had not yet achieved successful Gcm expression.
The error in measurements occurred when I measured DNA concentrations after purifying the
desired plasmids. I alternated between using two nanodrop spectrophotometers in the Curtis lab
and the Liljegren lab. This equipment is a very convenient means to quickly measure
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DNAconcentrations while only using miniscule amounts of sample (1-2ul). Nonetheless, it is
sometimes prone to false positive results. In order to avoid these false-positive results it is
necessary that the same sample is measured at least 3-4 times. During these repeated
measurements it is not uncommon for a false positive result to show. In those cases, the device
might report a concentration that was 1-2ug/ul higher than the actual concentration. These
artifacts can be easily eliminated with further measurements as it unlikely that a false-positive
would show for a second time in the same sequence of measurements (confirmed by repeated
measurements-data not shown). There are various reasons why these artifacts might occur. First
and foremost, it is important that the pelleted DNA is fully resuspended in solution. If a sample
is taken from the bottom of a tube with an improperly resuspended pellet, and compared against
a sample taken from the surface of the same tube then the occurrence of such inconsistent
readings is likely. These conclusions were reached by testing plasmid isolates under different
conditions (6 tubes containing the following plasmids: 2 tubes pAC:GAL4, 2 tubes pUAST:Gro,
2 tubes pAC:HA). Each tube in a pair was resuspended 3-4 times while the second pair 10-12
times. Subsequently two measurements were conducted for each tube whereby 2ul samples were
taken form either the bottom of the tube or the surface.
Furthermore, the measurements will – at some degree – be dependent upon the level of
experience of the user. The instrument measures samples from a 1-2ul droplet placed on the
center of a small protruded receptacle at the top of its surface. If the droplet deviates from the
center of the receptacle, the measurement will be inaccurate almost consistently. This
phenomenon was confirmed by another regular user of the instrument (Curtis lab). If the
readings are sufficiently variable after successive measurements it might be necessary to test the
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DNA concentration by running the sample on a gel (Agarose Gel Electrophoresis) with a control
of known concentration and then checking the differences in band intensity.
After realizing this error in the DNA stocks, they had to be made anew and measured
properly. After adjusting for all these factors, consistent positive results were achieved with cell
transfections but still no success with expressing gcm (even after the switch to an inducible
promoter). For this reason, the use of a different transfection reagent (Lipofectamine) was
considered and it finally yielded gcm expression (Fig. 6).

5.2 The proper staining of the Western Blot.
One of the key aspects in the procedure that yielded consistent results was the method
that the blots were incubated with the primary/secondary Abs. Almost all the protocols used in
this experiment prompted for the optimization of several steps to match the specificities of the
individual proteins, antibodies, and reagents used (BioRad, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Invitrogen). The key adjustments that yielded consistently positive results were the incubation of
blots in saran-wrapped containers or inside 50ml centrifuge tubes, with constant shaking at room
temperature. The usual suggestions of such protocols recommended for incubation of blots at 4 C
overnight, but blots in covered containers were not a requirement. Such suggestions accounted
for the fact that the milk in the blocking buffer (medium that the primary/secondary Abs were
suspended in) might spoil if left at room temperature for extended periods of time. Nonetheless,
milk spoilage did not appear to be an issue if used for short intervals (24 hours overnight at room
temperature). A secondary advantage of this method is that only small amounts of antibody
solutions need to be used. Depending on the size of the sliced blot segment, 1-5ml Ab solution
(in aforementioned dilutions) can be added versus 10ml in the traditional method.
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6. FIGURES

Fig. 1: Ventral view of Drosophila embryos showing the nervous system.
Left: Antibody stained axons (anti-Elav primary antibody) of interneurons in the central nervous
system.
Right: Antibody stained glial cell nuclei. The antibody binds to transcription factor Repo, which
is required for the proper differentiation of glia.
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Figure 2. Gcm is required for the proper differentiation of macrophages. Gcm has also been
shown to be involved in the differentiation of cell groups in other larval tissues (i.e blood cells).
In double mutants for gcm and gcm2, there are profound abnormalities in the morphology of
macrophages. However, a single copy of gcm is sufficient to trigger macrophage development.
Thus it is possible that Gcm cooperates with other protein co-factors to exert different influences
in different contexts. Such co-factors have been pursued further in the Jones lab (adapted from
Alfonso & Jones, 2002).
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Figure 3: Subdivision of repo regulatory DNA into three functional units.
A) The systematic dissection of the repo-lacZ reporter constructs showing its effects on LG,
longitudinal glia; CBG, cell body glia; SPG, subperineurial glia; PG, peripheral glia; EPI,
epidermis. B) Summary of regions that have specific activities. The cis-regulatory DNA of repo
contains multiple Gcm binding sites (represented by orange ovals). (adapted from Lee & Jones,
2005).
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Fig. 3.1: A 98 base-pair region promotes repo-lacZ reporter expression in lateral glia and
prevents expression in the epidermis.
Left: The repo-lacZ reporter is expressed according to wild type repo expression (A-C). The
wild type repo pattern is characterized by expression in longitudinal and peripheral glia and
suppression in the epidermis (EPI arrows). (D) This phenotype represents the opposite pattern of
repo expression.
Right: (A-D) The systematic dissection of the EPI Repressor reveals that a 98 base-pair region is
sufficient to drive expression of the reporter according to the repo wild type pattern. (adapted
from Johnson, 2012)
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Fig. 4: Modified one-hybrid yeast screen. This method is a yeast-based genetic assay that can
detect DNA-Protein interactions. DNA binding proteins fused to the GAL4 activation domain
(AD) will simultaneously bind to a DNA target element and activate GAL4 dependent
transcription in yeast. (A) The DNA target element may be used as a "bait" for the recruitment of
sequence specific DNA-binding proteins fused to the activation domain. (B,C) Here the screen
was modified by co-expressing Gcm, thus allowing for selection of Gcm-interacting factors.
Four tandem repeats of the 98 bp sequence were used as bait. The “prey” was composed of a
cDNA library from Drosophila embryos (12 hour embryos). cDNAs from this library were
incorporated into plasmids that also contained a gene for leucine selection. From this screen,
plasmids containing the cDNAs of several potential interacting proteins were identified. The
interacting proteins that showed the highest response when co-expressed were Groucho and
Gcm.
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Fig. 5: PGADT7R plasmids recovered, sequenced, and confirmed as positives in second
transformation into Y1HGold/98X4 yeast. From such a screen, plasmids containing the
cDNAs of several potential interacting proteins were identified. The interacting proteins that
showed the highest response when co-expressed were Groucho and Gcm (adapted from Nipper,
2014).
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Fig. 6: Western blots depicting three proteins of interest – Gcm, Groucho and PP2A.
Anti-Gcm (N-term): Lane A depicts expression of Gcm under the pMT promoter;
pMT:GAL4/pUAST:Gcm, in Drosophila S2 cells. The primary antibody used in this blot was
against Myc. Lane B represents a control. S2 cell transfections took place with a control empty
pMT vector. Lane C depicts staining of a multitag control protein (LifeTein.com). The molecular
weight of the control protein is consistent with the manufacturer’s experimental results (bottom
right corner).
Anti-Groucho: Lane D represents expression of pAC:GAL4/pUAST:Groucho (constitutive
expression) in Drosophila S2 cells. Lanes E-F are identical and represent expression under the
control of pMT:GAL4/pUAST:Groucho. Lane G represents transfections with a control empty
pMT vector. The primary antibody used was against Groucho.
Anti-HA (PP2A C-term): Lane H represents expression of PP2A under the control of
pMT:GAL4/pUAST:PP2A and lane I under the control of pAC:GAL4/pUAST:PP2A. Lane J
represents transfections with an empty pAC:HA vector. The primary antibody used in this blot was
against HA. Lane K depicts staining of the same multitag protein as in lane C.
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